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Spring Sing hosts, hostesses chosen

VIRGINIA "VIVI" VITALONE / THE BISON
Seniors Dustyn Stokes, Lindsey Sloan and Blake Hunter, junior Austin Collum and sophomore Jonathan Andrew will be the hosts and hostesses for the 2014 Spring Sing
show. Sloan, Andrew and Collum were all hosts in last year's "Larger than Life" production. The theme for the 2014 show is "New."

Inauguration recap

Mourning, rising
death count after
Kenya mall attack
by Bradley Cain
beat reporter

HENRY GONZALEZ / TH E BISON
President Bruce cLarty was inaugurated last Friday, Sept. 20, in a ceremony i
Sltn Auditorium. There were
approximately 2,500 people in attendance, and there were family members present from all five presidential families.

'Get Down Downtown' celebrates Searcy
by Lyndsey Ruble Nuckols
editor-in-chief

Get Down Downtown, a festival
hosted by Main Street Searcy; begins
tonight with live music, art, vendors,
food and family-friendly activities in
the downtown Searcy square.
"Main Street Searcy started Get
Down Downtown six years ago as a
way to promote the downtown area
while providing the community with
a fun , family-friendly event," said
Arny Burton of Main Street Searcy,
director of the event. "While some
festival attendees visit locally owned
retail businesses over the festival
weekend, our ultimate goal is to get
people downtown so they'll see what
we have to offer. There are some great
shops and restaurants that thrive in
the Main Street district."
Several Harding students are involved
with the planning and execution of Get
Down Downtown. Student interns
Kristi Soto, junior, and Jess Boyd,
senior, for Main Street Searcy help
Burton directly while student interns
Blake Lewandoski,junior, and M egan
Giddens, senior, are assisting senior
graphic designer Waylon Howard
of Think Advertising with all of the

design elements of the festival.
Soto said Burton is extremely focused on relationships with everyone
involved in the event. For this reason,
Soto said she thinks Harding students,
with their emphasis on compassion
and courtesy, are a good fit for the
Main Street Searcy programs.
"(Get Down Downtown)
gives the student a chance

o see what Searcy is like
outside of the Harding
'bubble.' Searcy is full of
interesting people with

stories that students just

don't get the chance to
know."

-Megan Giddens1
senior
The event is targeted toward the

Searcy community, but Soto and Burton
both said Get Down Downtown also
has much to offer to Harding students.
The festival begins at 6 p.m. with
three contemporary bands on the
Hoflinann Architectural Stage. Burton
said approximately 100 vendors will
line Spring and Arch streets downtown,
Zion Climbing Center will have a
rock-wall on site, BHP Billiton will
have football games streaming on
a jumbotron, and music, children's

activities and shows will take place
all day Saturday. Soto mentioned a
few names Harding students will
recognize; Four W est, Belles and
Beaux and Good News Singers will
all be performing during the two-day
festival.
Howard is in charge of the design
work for Get D own Downtown
including T-shirts, banners and
promotional materials. Think Advertising volunteers all hours spent on
work for Get Down Downtown and
local Searcy citizens volunteer to help
Burton plan the event. Howard said
Get Down Downtown is a natural
fit for Think Advertising and said he
appreciates the sense of community
and involvement that Get Down
Downtown encourages.
"(Get Down D owntown) gives
the student a ch ance to see wh at
Searcy is like outside of the Harding
'bubble,"' Giddens said. "Searcy is full
of interesting people with stories that
students just don't get the chance to
know."
Get Down Downtown is tonight
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. and again
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Admission is free. For more information, go to searcy.com/mainstreet.

Al-Shabab, the Somali Islamic extremist group,
staged an attack on citizens at the Westgate shopping
mall in Nairobi, Kenya, on Sept. 21. President Uhuru
Kenyatta of Kenya, announced Tuesday that security
forces had "ashamed and defeated our attackers" after
a four-day siege. In a BBC article published early
Thursday morning, Kenyatta said 72 people died,
including six security personnel and five militants.
The death toll is expected to rise.
Kenyatta also said security forces have arrested
11 suspects in connection with the siege. Wednesday marked the beginning of a three-day national
mourning period.
On Tuesday the United Nations envoy for Somalia
called for additional Afiican troops to counter al-Shabab,
which he said numbered some 5,000 people and posed
an international th~~t,Jl~cording to NBC News.
Al-Shabab, whose name means "The Youth' in
Arabic, emerged out of the defeat of the Union of
Islamic Courts in 2006 with a view of purging Somalia
of foreign forces and establishing a fundamentali5t
Islamic state. The al-Qaida-linked group first began
threatening Kenya with a terror attack in late 2011,
after Kenya sent troops into Somalia. The attack at
Westgate is believed to be a continued response to
the presence of Kenyan troops in Somalia.
Dr. Shadrack Nasong'o, associate professor and chair
of the department of international studies at Rhodes
College, has researched the politics ofdemocratization,
ethno-nationalism and social conflict with particular
focus on sub-Saharan Africa. He has written a book
on the struggle for democracy in Kenya since independence from Britain in 1963.
"Part ofthe reason for the Al-Shabab attacks in Kenya
emanates from the perception that the country is an
ally ofthe U.S. in the war on terror; so part of the target
in Kenya is Westerners and their interests - especially
Americans," N asong'o said. "Even more importantly,
it is alleged that two or three of the terrorists were
Americans, recruited from the U.S. to join al-Shabab.
The attack, thus, is not something that happened out
there - it has a direct connection to the U.S. in terms
of perpetrators as well as potential victims."
President Barack Obama called the attack a "terrible outrage" and has announced U.S. solidarity with
Kenya saying, "We will provide them with whatever
law enforcement support is necessary." According to
a White House statement, Obama called Kenyatta to
express condolences to the government and people of
Kenya and reaffirm the strong and historic partnership
between the United States and Kenya and their shared
commitment to combating terrorism and promoting
peace and prosperity around the world.
Nasong'o said he believes the responsibility ofpeace
in Kenya and surrounding areas rests upon the shoulders of government leaders and the United Nations.
"The best way to deal with al-Shabab is to stabilize the political situation in Somalia, establish an
effective government by Somalis with the requisite
capacity to maintain law and order and provide for
the socio-economic and security needs of Somalis,"
N asong'o said. "It is critical that the African Union
and U.N. conduct joint efforts to stabilize Somalia
and thus obviate the circumstances that allow groups

~:::,::;:;::==============:::::::::::::::;::::::::~~================::;::::::::====:::::===-~==::::__~li~ke~al-Shabab to thrive."
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Healthcare·refor01
stirs controversy
by Michael Birchmore
beat reporter

The House of Representatives voted to defund
the Affordable Care Act
last week. On Sept. 20, a
sudden surge in political
pressure from Republicans
nationwide gained enough
House votes to pass a continuing resolution absent
funding for the healthcare
law. It was not until two
days before the vote that the
pressure mounted to a point
convincing to members of
Congress.
Speaker of the House
John Boehner, at first
opposed to defunding
the law by means of the
continuing resolution, was
one of many important
converted lawmakers.
At the crux ofthe conflict
is Republican Senator Ted
Cruz, freshman from Texas.
Cruz,with help fiom Senator
Mil<e Lee, Utah, has been the
dominant force in pushing
for the defunding vote.
Cruz's efforts have drawn
critici.5mfrom Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid. Reid
said Monday: "We're not
going to bow to tea party
anarchists who deny the mere
fact that Obamacare is the
law. We will not bow to tea
party anarchists who refuse
to accept that the Supreme
Court ruled that Obarnacare
is constitutional," according
to "Politico."
Beginning Tuesday afternoon, Cruz spoke for 21
hours protesting the law on
the Senate floor. This was
not a filibuster because it
served as a method ofdrawing
attention to what he believes
are negative aspects of the

law. Those in support ofthe
effort hope that it will even
persuade some red-state
Democrat senators who are
up for re-election in 2014,
like Arkansas' Mark Pryor.
"Any vote for cloture, any
vote to allow Harry Reid to
add funding to Obamacare
withjust a 51-vote threshold,
a vote for cloture is a vote
for Obamacare," Cruz said
on "Fox News Sunday."
Cloture, which is a
process in parliamentary
procedure aimed at bringing debate to a quick end,
will ensure that the votes
required to pass the revised
continuing resolution from
the Senate will be changed
from 51 to 60. Ifcloture is
entertained, there will be a
vote on a new continuing
resolution including funding for Obamacare, which
could result in a government
shutdown.
If a government shutdown occurs, many federal
employees will be furloughed.
Services like Social Security
and the military, though,
will still function.
There are some Republicans who stand opposed to
fighting this battle because
of disagreement on tactics.
Senator John Cornyn
(R-TX) said on Wednesday, ''As much as I loathe
Obamacare, I don't think
a shutdown actually works
in our best interests because
the press and the mainstream
media will inevitably side
with President Obama, and
I don't want to do anything
to change the focus from
President Obama and his
failed policies, including
Obamacare," according to
RollCall.

HENRY GONZALEZ

I THE BISON

Freshmen Kendall Walters, Caroline Robertson and Caroline Upham talk to women's social club Pi Theta Phi
members at the "Black and White" mixer on Sept. 23. This mixer, which the club invited 90 girls to, is a long
standing tradition for PTP third round.

Run for your life in upcoming zombie SK
College of Pharmacy plans fun-run themed after 'The Walking Dead'
by Jesse Hixson

the while volunteers dressed as zombies will
be attempting to take these flags from the
runners. If a runner completes the race with
On Saturday, Oct. 5, the College of Phar- a flag then they have "survived the Zombie
macy will be sponsoring "The Running Dead," Apocalypse."If a participant loses all oftheir
a zombie-themed fun-run, to raise money for flags during the race, they can continue to the
end but will not be considered "survivors."
their class of 2015.
After the race a hay ride will take the runners
The run will begin at Berryhill Park and
follow the Searcy Bike Trail for 5 kilometers, back to Berryhill Park where entertainment,
food and a silent auction with gift cards to
or 3.1 miles.
raise further funds will be provided.
Not only will the
race feature flat
Pharmacy student Katie Patterson said the
terrain running,
idea was inspired by the recent craze around
the television show, "The Walking Dead."
but several
With another SK in town on the same day,
obstacles
the phannacy students wanted something that
including
would be unique and draw people's attention
a slip- nrather than just an average fun run.
slide, mud
"We wanted something not so stressful,"
pit, tires and a
Patterson said. "I think it was a good niche
hay maze.
to hit and do something a little different."
At the start
Junior Taylor Provencher said the
of the race,
unique nature of the race definitely
participants
piqued his interest.
will be given
"I don't normally run in the races
five flags
around town, but this sounded like
to place
such a unique and fun opportunity that
around
it was hard to pass up,"Provencher said.
theirw.llst,
Patterson said the main reason for
each repredoing the race is to raise funds
senting their
for the 2015 pharmacy class
health. All
student writer

and to provide a gift to the college as well as
pay for several service projects throughout the
year and a final banquet for their class as well.
While gifts to the school in the past h ave
included benches for the landscaping or large
portraits for decoration, the 2015 class plans
to set up an endowed scholarship so every year
a scholarship in their name will be available
for one pharmacy student.
"That's what we really want to leave,"
Patterson said. "Everybody loves to get a
scholarship and so we would love to have
that forever in our name."

SURREY, England Visitors to Chessington
World of Adventures, a
theme park and zoo, are
no longer allowed to wear
animal print attire. Yahoo
news reported that the zoo
has hired bouncers to make
sure animal print apparel
is not worn in the facility
because it confuses and
scares the animals.
COLORADO At
least 6 people have died
after towns north of Denver received more than 15
inches of rain. According
to Time.com, more than
17,000 homes have been
damaged, with ano,th,er
1,502 destroyed.

International Campuses

ILLUSTRATION BY TYLER CARMICAL

•

BEYOND
THE BUBBLE

..

If you are interested in
traveling beyond the bubble
with a Harding international
program, the price freeze
is ending after the summer 2014 trips. Students
interested in signing up
for a Spring or Summer
2014 trip should go to
the Honors House and
talk to the International
Programs office.
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T

he U.S. minimum wage
is criminally low. In
spite of the highest
GDP among industrialized
countries, the U.S. minimum
wage of $7.25 per hour is
lower than any other country
of comparable prosperity, according to the CIA Factbook.
Australia and Luxembourg top
the list at $16.88 per hour and
$14.24 per hour, respectively.
The U.S., on the other hand, in
13th place, is one spot below
Japan - which has been in a
constant recession with massive
inflation for the better part of
two decades - and just two
places above war-torn Israel
and four places above Spain
with its imploding economy.
So now that we've established that the U.S. is in poor
company with its current minimum wage, let's think about
why increasing the minimum
wage is exactly what the U.S.
economy needs.
When you have a certain
money supply, the way the
economy grows is by spending
each dollar more times. Ifyou
h ave a GDP of five million
dollars and a money supply

of one million dollars, you
average spending each dollar
five times in a year.To increase
from there, you either have to
spend that dollar more times,
or increase the money supply,
which causes inflation. People
with lower incomes spend more
of the money they make on a
monthly basis, thus increasing
consumption: growing the
economy without a big inflationary impact and without
resorting to increased deficit
spending.
The most common objection
to increasing minimum wage
is that it would make products
and services cost substantially
more. Although that assertion
would need to be quantified on
a company-to-company basis, a
recent analysis ofMcDonald's
books showed that only 17.1
percent of profits went toward
employee compensation and
benefits. Though the analysis
had some flaws, chiefly that it
only analyzed stores owned by
McDonald's Corporation and
not independent franchises,
it was eye opening to many
people. The net effect is that a
doubling in wages would result
in a 17 cent increase per dollar
on food items. I certainly like
getting McDoubles for a buck,
but I know I'd be willing to pay
$1.17 if it meant the college
students, single mothers and
out-of-work breadwinners that

are increasingly populating
McDonald's staffs could earn
a decent living.
Increasing the minimum
wage would also help ease
income inequality in the U.S..
Plenty offactors contribute to
this problem other than minimum wage, obviously, but the
U.S. is No. 95 in the world in
income equality. So what's my
qualm here? Do I have some
misplaced notion of"fairness?"
Not exactly; more like a concern
for peoples' mental health. The
British Journal of Psychiatry
published an article that went as
far as to state, "greater income
inequality is associated with
higher prevalence of mental
illness and drug misuse in rich
societies."
Association doesn't equal
causation by any means, but it
makes sense logically: if you
feel like you have no chance of
competing in the marketplace,
and feel like you have no ability
to earn a decent income, you're
not going to be a ray ofsunshine.
Increasing the minimum wage
would help more people feel
like they have some skin in the
game and more control over
their financial futures.

GREG NUCKOLS is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
gnuckols@hardlng.edu.
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Christians in the Workplace
lnla ''vivi" vitalone find myself in. After three
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At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the
Harding University student body with integri
ty, trut h and open ears. However, we believ
that meeting t hat goal is a two-way street
between our staff and the public it serves.
We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open
to what our community has to say and hope
that, in return, that community will be an
interactive audience, sharing its stories with
us. We also pledge to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant information, check
our facts, and share t hem in a professional,
timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions,
comments or concerns for the Bison staff,
please e- mail Lyndsey Ruble Nuckols, t he
editor-in-chief, at lruble@harding.edu
"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is published
weekly (except vacations, exams and
summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by
Harding University. Periodicals postage paid
at Searcy, Arkansas 72 143. POSTMASTER:
Send address changes to The Bison, Harding
University 111 92, SEARCY AR 72 149-0001"

Make Your
Choice and
Be Content

I

'm quite possibly the most
indecisive person in the
world. I hate making any
decision - whether it's foam or
no foam on my coffee to deciding
on where to apply to graduate
school. (Or if I even want to
go.) I realize there's a certain
amount of freedom to having so
many choices, but sometimes it
feels like more of a burden than
a liberty. I always want to know
what the alternatives are. I want
to know what my best options
are, and to consider all possible
scenarios before I make my choice.
I think what indecisiveness
really comes down to is the fear
of discontentment. I mentioned a
couple weeks ago the idea of the
road less traveled as discussed by
Robert Frost. I think this poem is
so well-known primarily because
well, it's still required in school,
but also because it's so relatable.
He talks about how he is sorry
that he could not travel both
because he is only one person.
It's all fairly frustrating.
Regardless, I think it comes
down to knowing whatever choice
you make in the long run, you'll
be satisfied with that choice
Deciding where to attend undergrad was enough of a struggle
to last a lifetime. In retrospection,
whatever choice I made probably
would have turned out fine. Most
schools offer similar degrees and
there are countless opportunities
almost anywhere. But I chose to
come here. And so did you. We
may look at all the other options
and other choices we could have
made and wonder which was the
right one, but I'm starting to
believe there isn't a "right" one.
Life is all about choices and
being OK with those choices
later. There's a saying from back
home that "it may always be
greener on the other side, but
the water bill is always higher."
We may wish things had turned
out differently than they did
because it's not always easy to
recognize how good things really
are now. It's easy to get caught
up in the alternate- universe
mindset, constantly wondering
how different things might be.
This brings on the "what- if"
scenarios, which often brings
on a serious case of chronic
complaining.
There's something to be said
for making our choices, and appreciating them for what they are.
You'll never know what the other
road might have held - it may
have been more fun, it might have
offered extra foam on my coffee,
it might have been a graduate
school offering a study abroad
program to the moon. All I know
is what this road is bringing me
to, what this path has offered me,
and that Harding should at least
consider a program to the moon.
With that in mind, appreciate
the liberty of your choices, and
know that only with contentment
can we make the "right" choice.
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Bradley Cain
beat reporter

Henry Gonzalez
photographer

say ...

M

ostwould agree that
Harding is a wonderful place to be.
From dwelling in a Christian
community to hashtag blessed,
we might not be in love with
chapel or all the rules but we
have to agree with one fact: At
Harding most of the people
are inherently good. I could
not be any more honored to be
in a place where most people
strive every day to meet high
standards of honesty, loyalty
and integrity.
As a journalism major I had
to do an internship between
my junior and senior year and
since I wanted to be back home
in Rome, Italy, I looked for
an internship in the capital.
M any emails, phone calls and
resumes later, I ended up at a
small newspaper in the heart
of Rome. Proud that I could
finally get my two-hour-credit
class, I showed up to the first
day of my internship with high
hopes and great intentions,
my pen and notebook, ready
at the service ofjournalism.
The good thing was that
the office was in the heart of
Rome, a few steps from the
Pantheon and the Colosseum.
T he bad thing was that the
office was the worst cutthroat
environment I could possibly

years at Harding, surrounded
by godly people and a great
Christian community, needless
to say that the culture shock
was inevitable.
Faith in humanity: lost.
I hoped to find a mentor
among the older journalists
who worked there, but it seemed
like nobody could waste their
time with me. I saw plagiarized
articles getting published and
people doing things borderline
illegal to obtain a story. My
only anchor in this merciless
place was my cousin, who is my
age and h ad the same broken
dreams after the first month.
I doubted I still wanted to
be a journalist anymore after
six weeks immersed in such
a dishonest and competitive
business. I was about to quit
my internship and try again
next summer, when I thought
that maybe the reason I was
there was more important
than my two hours of credit.
It's no news that this world
needs more ?onest people.
W e'll never have a perfect
world (that's called heaven),
but we can at least try to make
a change in the community we
live in by actively exercising
the standards ofintegrity and
honesty.
We cannot do much good to
this falling world by spending
the rest of our life surrounded
by only Christians. Humanity
is not divided between missionaries and lost souls. You can

definitely spend your whole life
in the same neighborhood and
still make a difference in the
decisions you make, the way
you treat people. Ifwe are the
light of the world, we need to
go out in the darkness to make
our flame have a purpose. A
candle is pretty useless in a
fully illuminated room.
That's what I've learned
from my internship. If this is
a fair world (and life has not
yet been rough enough with
me to not make me believe
so), good overcomes bad and
even if ruthless people might
overcome at first, we, the honest,
we, the humble and loyal, will
have the last say. I might have
been unlucky to find myselfin
such a cutthroat office as my
very first experience in the
world, but I'm sure I improved
in my writing skills and with
my emotions.W e need to build
our spiritual and emotional
muscles while we are in a safe
place like Harding. It's going to
be tough outside of Harding.
I hope you'll always be surrounded by people, Christians
and non-Christians, who will
always encourage you and push
you into the right direction.
If at first you don't have this
opportunity, take heart: that's
when your light has to shine
even more.
VIRGINIA "VIVI" VITALONE is a guest writer for
the Bison. She may be
contacte d at vvHalon@
harding.edu.

BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline
"guest writers. w Due to this arrangement, staff writers may edit or rewrite a portion of the guest writers'
stories as t hey deem necessary, while still identifying the work as the guest writers' own.

BETHANY ASPEY is the
opinions e dHor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
baspey@hardlng.edu.
Twitter: @bethanyaspey
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The Lightbulb

The Creative
Genius: Better
with Age

W

o comes to mind when I
ay "creative genius?" Maybe
Galileo, Ben Franklin, Frank L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Lloyd Wright? Well, it turns out tho.se
three - and several more renowned innovators - have one major thing in common.
But before I get to that, let's consider
but there is no name or photo ID to go from chapel and spiritual life to our next
joseph mcmanus
something. Does your current creative
with it. Many know about the SA, but Vine video.
capacity hold a candle to your creativity
have an incomplete picture of what we
Second, as an organizer of events, our
as a young child? For me, it's not even a
do. I didn't even know with certainty goal is to create an experience or opporguest
comparison. Lower-level education's focus
what the SA really did until a couple tunity for students that are not already
writer
on standardized testing and regimented
weeks into this semester. It took some available. One example of this would be
schedules metaphorically beat the innotime wrestling with the position for me the fireworks show after the home game
vation and creativity of toddler-Lyndsey
ave you ever had something to really get a grasp on what I was doing. this weekend. Third, as a body of student
right out 9f me. Great, I think, it can only
exciting happen to you that So we're not offended, like you have been leadership, we both direct committees
get better (read: way worse) from here as
you had to tell your friends by your absent-minded BFF, but we do and events, and seek to maximize our
I get old and senile. I am the sharpest about right that moment? Enthused and want to make people aware.
personal influence. Our leadership role
I'll ever be right now, so the future of enlivened, you whip out your iPhone,
The SA constitution states that the role includes both organizational leadership
my innovation seems to have peaked at squeeze the reliably unreliable power of the SA is to "perpetuate the goals of and personal leadership. And last, as a
around 4-years-old.
button, unlock your screen with your the university, acting as liaison between catalyst for spiritual growth, we seek
But then I read an article I found in super-secret four-digit password, tap the the administration and students, creating to improve the effectiveness of chapel,
Time magazine titled "The Art of Liv- shiny texting app, speed scroll through and maintaining the spirit and morale of strengthen our personal discipleship and
ing." Now's the time to go back to that your contacts to your best friend's name the university through various activities, organize spiritual activities like Secret
list of geniuses I mentioned. Guess what (organized by last name, what is this, supply leadership for the student body and Church that facilitate spiritual growth.
it was that they had in common? It was kindergarten?), and machine-gun your acting as a catalyst for social and spiritual The SA does this and more, all for the
that they were all old when they finished lengthy text to them telling all about growth" (Article 3 section 2). Now, this sake ofimproving the Harding experience.
their magnum opuses. Really old.
how this is the best day since chicken is a lovely and loquacious list oflucrative
And the great thing is, you will play a
We've all heard that age guts fluid intel- biscuit chapel, only to get the baffling language, but giving you the definition role in helping us create the SA. We have
ligence measures such as working memory, and exasperating response: "Who is this? doesn't tell you all that we actually do.
a definition and a theme, but we will be
computing speed and the ability to hold I lost my contacts." #areyoukiddingme.
So, what does the SA do? What does creating ourselves all year long. At the
on to multiple ideas at once. It's true that
It seems that the Student Associa- it look like for the SA to fulfill its defined end of the day, you define the SA. When
the brain's processing power does worsen, tion too struggles with an identity issue role? Boiled down, the role of the SA is it's all said and done, you are the one
but that's not necessarily a bad thing. In along these lines. The SA seems to be to improve the Harding experience in experiencing the transition. Your input
fact, as this function declines, our brains as well-known as the secret collection any way possible. Our entire purpose will influence our decisions; your ideas
begin to compensate in other ways that of vintage Dr. Burks trading cards kept is to use our position and influence to will determine our direction. So now you
actually enhance creativity.
somewhere in the CAB office. "Those build on the good aspects of the student can add our number to your contacts list,
Older people often have more cross-talk exist?" you ask, intrigued. Exactly. When experience and to do away with the bad. send us a message and we will work to
or cooperation between the right and left it comes to the SA, many students don't First, as a liaison, we meet regularly with define the SA together.
hemispheres of their brains, which help have a full understanding of our role various faculty members on campus to
produce more of those "aha" moments. or purpose, and they end up asking a voice student ideas for the different
JOSEPH MCMANUS is a guest
For most younger brains, this co-mingling similar question, "Who is this? I only aspects of campus life.
writer
for the Bison.
happens during the night as we sleep, but saw the chapel announcement." They
For example, we meet with President He may be contacted at
for older, less rigidly structured brains, have gotten the text message about it, Bruce McLarty to talk about anything jmcmanus@harding.edu.
the back-and-forth happens all the time.
But simply getting old is not the only
pre-requisite for a future of creative bursts
and genius innovations. It's important
that, as we grow old, we keep our brains
busy. An active brain stays lucid longer
and helps resist cognitive problems such
as dementia.
have ever mistaken your vehicle for a
ear readers: please take the
So find work that challenges you. You
princess cruise to the Bahamas, your
following quiz. Have you
want something that will keep you on
truck just might be too big. Ifthe defense
ever been in a parking lot
your mental toes, make you think and
michael
analyze and create. You want a job that's
and looked to your right and left only
department has ever called to borrow
claxton
going to present new problems every day to see hoop-sized hubcaps on either
your vehicle, your truck might be too
instead of the same basic tasks you can side? Have you ever felt the need for
big. If the three things on Earth that
a periscope just to back your car out
put on autopilot.
can be seen from outer space are the
Science is also beginning to suggest that at Wal- Mart? Has another driver
weigh station?" He didn't talk to me Great Wall of China, the Sears Tower
the relationship between age and creativity ever used the roof of your vehicle as a again for three days. I have discovered and your Ford super duty pickup, then
works in both ways. Not only will getting doormat? If you answered "yes" to any that, contrary to stereotype, the owners your truck just might be· too big.
While the rest of the country seems
older and wiser make you more creative, of these questions, you may be one of of big trucks are very sensitive.
living a creative and productive life may three people left in the state ofArkansas
It must cost a fortune to fuel these resigned to accept the new status quo, I
who does not drive a big truck.
also make you live longer.
things. Yesterday I saw an off-road truck am prepared to take a stand. I will stand
As the writer suggests, work often
Here are some questions for the drive away from the Exxon Station, after up for my right to get out of my car in
expands to fill the amount of time you rest of you. Does your transport come which the clerk put up a sign that read the sunlight and not in the shadows.
allot for said work. For example, if you complete with an attic and crawl space? "Closed-No More Gas."Just the cost I will stand up for my right to be able
give yourself five hours to write a paper, Does it take your vehicle more than 40 of indoor camouflage carpeting alone to see around the vehicle in front of
it will probably take you five hours. On a seconds to cross the state line? When must be enormous. Not to mention the me without installing a crow's nest. I
larger scale, time may expand to contain you first drove it off the dealer's lot, did expense of all those accessories. But will stand up for my right to find my
the work and goals we set for our lives.
someone smash a bottle of champagne now that I look into it, I may need a. Toyota in a parking lot without having
Going back to that scenario comparing against the tailgate? If so, it may be that Rockstomper rock tie rod for my Camry. to climb a flagpole. Sadly though, no
your current self to your toddler self may your truck is too big.
I am at a loss to understand the one will see me standing because of all
In case you haven't noticed, monster popularity of"Jabba-the-Truck."While the trucks.
not seem so depressing after all. You're in
Dr. Claxton is on sabbatical this setrucks have taken over the south. They I suppose there is some benefit to being
your 20s now, which means your cognitive
abilities are nearing their peak, the door to haven't taken over the north yet because able to drive your vehicle up and down mester. 1his column originally appeared on
a state like Rhode Island does not have the sides of the Grand Canyon, I think Sept. 8, 2006, much to the annoyance of
opportunity is open and you're starting to
regain a sense of that reckless childhood a parking lot big enough . But while this fad may be the result of a lingering his now-retired department chair, whose
creativity, which will only enhance with
18-wheelers used to own the roads, I Cold W ar mentality. I truly believe that truck was so big it had its own bowling
age. The best is yet to come.
have seen these big-rigs cower in fear at many big truck owners fear a nuclear alley and shooting range in the cab.
the sight ofan approaching Ford F150. disaster and are confident that they could
A close friend recently let me ride ride it out in the bed of their trucks,
in his brand-new black 4x4. As I was surviving for weeks on Mountain Dew
walking down the gangplank after the and pork rinds.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
LYNDSEY RUBLE NUCKOLS is the
trip,
my
friend
asked
me
what
I
thought
With a tip of the cowboy h at to writer for the Bison.
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
of his pride and joy. I said, "It's great Jeff Foxworthy, let me say this to truck He may be contacted at
lruble@harding.edu.
- when does it have to be back at the owners. Iftourists with Hawaiian shirts mclaxto l@harding.edu.
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Tennis opens 2013-2014 season
Bisons and Lady Bisons place in top 16 for central region
by Matt Ryan
features editor

Parity
party
Parity in the sports world
can be defined as "participating teams having
roughly equivalent levels
of talent." Specifically, the
National Football League
has experienced parity for
several years now because
of the salary cap. For those
of you who do not know
about details surrounding
football and its players, the
salary cap was introduced in
the early 1990s and is still
in place today. Basically,
the cap is an amount of
money that one team can
spend on the salaries of the
players on their team. No
team is allowed to exceed
the amount set by the NFL.
The salary cap is what
led many sports lovers, like
myself, to see the p arity
that surrounds professional
football. From season to
season, teams at the top
of the ranki'ngs move to
the bottom and vice versa.
This year, there h ave been
several examples of how
parity is the most apparent
in the NFL.
One obvious instance is
there are several teams with
3-0 records who were not
highly ranked at the end of
last season.The New Orleans
Saints, Kansas City Chiefs
and Miami Dolphins have
made a complete turnaround
since last year. These teams
have begun the 2013-2014
season with a perfect record.
They may not be playing·
perfect football, but they are
proving to football fanatics
everywhere that they belong
at the top.
Then you h ave teams like
the Minnesota Vikings, New
York Giants and W ashington
Redskins who have fallen
to the very bottom of the
standings. These teams
made a run for the playoffs
last year, but if they do not
make serious ch anges this
year will not be their year.
The Redskins finish ed the
season last year winning
five out offive games. They
have started this season with
a big fat goose egg under
amount of wins.
All this parity talk should
make a little more sense to
you now, right? W ell, there
are also teams like the JacksonvilleJ aguars who despite
receiving hig h draft picks
the last few years just can
not make winning a priority.
They are the black sheep of
the parity world. You would
think they could at least win
more than ~o games in a
season. Think again.
Parity makes the excitem ent of match- ups every
w eek more intense. T h e
intensity leads to nail-biting
games that end in a last
second field goal kick or
touchdown pass. Football
is a game of a change and it
all seems to start with parity.

Harding's men$ and women's tennis teams competed
in the USTA/ITA Central
R egion Tournament at

potential for both personal
and team growth.
"I am really happy
with the way I played this
weekend," Moreno said. "I

played two matches and I
was surprised about how
Southwest Baptist University much I have mentally grown
in Bolivar, Mo., Sept.20-22. when I play a tennis match. I
Five of the six players on was able to maintain myself,
the men5 team won their first being focused and aggressive.
round matches and three of
I felt really confident and I
five won their second round
definitely had a good time
matches, placing them in the
playing."
top 16 players in the central
Junior Caleb McReynregion. Freshman Mathaus
olds said he thinks the
Spiering and juniorYann Le
outcomes ofthe tournament
Mat played doubles and won
were due in part to the
two rounds, placing them in
level of training members
the top eight doubles teams
of the teams are receiving
in the region.
From the women's team, this season.
"This fall, our team has
senior Benyapa "Porn Porn''
started
getting up early for
Phumtip and junior Kaleigh
morning
work outs and
Wagner both won three
matches. Wagner currently
holds an 11- match winning
streak.
Junior Maria Moreno,
who won two matches in
the women's singles ''B"draw,
said she was encouraged by
the results &om last weekend's tournament and sees

conditioning,"McReynolds
said. "I feel like this has
greatly helped our endurance and performance on
the court during matches.
As a whole, our team had
a great tournament. I saw a
lot ofpositive things and I'm
excited about the upcoming

season. I feel like we can have
a really good year ifwe keep
working hard."
Marco Ruiz, head coach
of both the men's and
women's teams, said he is
pleased with the results of
this weekends tournament.
Ruiz said he thinks they will
help show the teams what
they need to do to prepare
for upcoming tournaments.
"I am really excited about
the upcoming fall tournaments and our season in the
spring," Ruiz said. '1 am very
pleased with how hard our
players have been practicing
and playing, but I know that
this is just the beglnning.This
past weekend's tournament
was a great opportunity to
show us where we stand in
the moment and to motivate
us to keep working hard
every day."
The men's and women's
teams defeated Rhodes
College 'on Sept. 25. The
women's team competes
today through Sunday in
the University of Central
Arkansas Tournament in
Conway, Ark.

GRANT SCHOL I THE BISON
Freshman Lauren Doversola works on her back-band
during practice on Monday, Sept. 23, as the Lady Bisons
prepare for the UCA tournament this weekend, Sept.
27-29, in Conway, Ark.

PLAYER PROFILE
"I got recruited to play football
here. I came on a visit and I just
really loved it. It seemed like
a really positive environment,
which is a lot different than
what I am used to back home. I
fell in love with the people and
the Harding image."

"I have been playing football
since I was 5. It has always been
my goal to play college football.
Ever since I can remember, all
I wanted to do was play for the
Arkansas Razorbacks, but that
didn't happen. I still got to live
out my dream of playing college
football, and it just happened to
be at a great place like Harding.
It is just one of the things I have
always known I wanted to do."

DEVONTE BRITT

DEFENS IVE BACK

FOOTBALL

No. 23

JUNIOR

SHERWOOD. ARK.

"It has influenced me to be
a better person. Once you get
around a place with many good
people it just rubs off on you. It
makes you want to b e a better
person and do the right thing.
I am very thankful for all the
friendships that I have made
at Harding."

"Definitely the fact that with
everything we do, we work toward

honoring God. That is the motto
of our football team. I have never
been around a football team that's
main goal is to worship God in
everything that they do. We are
doing it for Him."

"It is really hard. Sometimes
some things have to get cut out
of the picture and sometimes
it is my social life. I still have
school just as much as the other

students. We don't get any breaks
because we are on the football
team. I like to take advantage
of having my planner. It helps
me stay focused so I can get all
the things I need to get done
accomplished first then I can
have fun after that."

"Coach Beason he has been
the biggest influence on me. He
works with my position group,
so I am around him a lot. He is
a very strong Christian. He is
always pushing me. I have been
over to his house and seen the
way he interacts with his family
and it makes me want stuff like
that. He is a very good guy
and positive man. I love being
around him. He has taught me
a lot about the game of football
and life as a Christian man."
Story by Alex Ezell
Grapic by Tyler Carmical

AL.EX EZEU. is sports
editor for the 201 32014 Bison. She may be

contacted at
aezell@harding.edu
Twitter. @Alexl.fzell

GRANT SC HOL I THE BISON
Sophomore defensive end Lou Daranda, No. 93, touches the bison before beading onto the field on Sept. 14 when the Bisons defeated Northwestern Oklahoma State University 69-0. The Bisons play tomorrow, Sept. 28, at home against Southern Nazarene University at 6 p.m. Senior
Keenan Kellett is expected to return as the starting quarterback after an injury sidelined him prior to the season beginning.
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Kellett expected to return as starter

Re~dy to get ~owdie?
Austin Messer
,

guest
. space

As football season
begins to kick into full
gear, basketball quickly
approaches. W ith that
means the return of the
Rhodes Rowdies.
Last year was a big year
for the CBS naming Rhodes
Fieldhouse the "Best Road
Trip Destination in College
Basketball." This year, a
lot of brainstorming has
been done to help make
the Rowdies even better
than last season. Rowdies
are planning theme nights
and new chants to add to
the Rowdies' repertoire.
Student s will get th e
opportunity to learn the
chants during this year's
M idnight Madness.
Harding's first home
game will be Nov. 14 and
will be a doubleheader. The
theme for the game will
be a "Gold Out." So start
fi nding everything that
you can right now that
has some sort ofgold color
and wear it to the game.
We want to come out in
full force for the men's and
women's first game.
Participation from the
fans is very crucial in basketball games. Psyching out
the opponents is one ofthe
main goals of the student

2 13

sRectiod~ anhd the Rhod1e1s Junior Bison quarterback Keenan Kellett recovers from forearm injury
ow 1es ave genera y
done a great job of doing
that in years past.
However, this year we
want to perform at a higher
level. We want the Rhodes
to be full for every game,
not just big rivalry games.
Some people do not realize
the impact that we make
on the opposing team and
also our team.
Harding plays on Thursdays or Saturdays most
of the time so if you are
looking for an excuse not
to do homework or study,
come out and support your
Harding Bisons. Bring a
goofy and crazy attitude
along with a ridiculous
outfit and you will blend
in perfectly with hundreds
of your peers.
The basketball teams
want you there, so be there
for them. They will love
you for it and you will
end up having the time
of your life. You may lose
your voice for one night
but the memories you will
make and the fun you will
have will make it worth it.
Remember, Midnight
Madness is on Oct. 14 and
the first home game is on
Nov. 14 so come out and
be part of one of the best
student sections in college
basketball.
AUSllN MESSER is a
guest writer for the
2013-2014 Bison. He
may be contacted at
amesser@harding.edu
Twitter. @AustinMesser

by Shane Schock
beat reporter

This week the Bisons expect
pre-season starting quarterback,
junior Keenan Kellett to make his
2013 season debut Saturday against
Southern Nazarene University.
Kellett suffered an injury at the
end of August, a week before the
first game against Southwestern
Oklahoma State University.
Kellett was cleared to practice
last week during the teams' bye
week, and has made strides to get
back out on the field.
"I've been running with the
number ones all this week and
expect to get the start on Saturday,"
Kellett said.
During his absence, junior Jacob
Moore took control of the offense
and led the Bisons to a 1-1 record,
posting a total of five touchdowns
in two games for the Bisons.
"Jake's done a great job, the first
game was tough but he played
well," Kellett said . "The t eam
respects him and he came in and
did his job."

tell I am read

J

to start m this prograrr

and I am ready to lead m
team."
•

Moore started the first two
games for the Bisons, along with
sophomore Park Parish who scored
on his first collegiate play.
During those games, Kellett had
to sit and watch as his team split
the first two games of the season.
"Last week was a little different
because we beat them so bad, but
that first week loss was really

GRANT SCHOL I THE BISON
Junior quarterbacks Keenan Kellett and Jacob Moore run a passing drill
at practice on Sept. 24 as the team prepares for tomorrow's game against
Southern Nazarene University.

tough, " Kellett said." I wanted
to be out t here grinding it out
with my team."
Having been out for the last
four weeks, Kellett will have to see
how his arm holds up against an
opposing defense who is looking
to hit him early and often.
"I haven't been hit since the
injury, but I think whatever it is
I'm going to be wearing to protect
it will do its job," Kellett said.
Kellett looks for a fast start
against Southern Nazarene and
said he hopes to quickly get back
into the swing of things on offense.
"We had a pretty tough practice
on Tuesday and I think I handled
it pretty (well)," Kellett said. "So
I hope it's like riding a bike out
there."
Senior wide receiver Alex Finley
said he wanted to stress how great
Moore and Parish did for the
Bisons, and how getting Kellett

back in the line-up is a bonus for
this football team.
"He is a leader, and he knows
how to take control of the hud dle," Finley said. "The guys really
respond to him, and it brings
confidence to have the starting
guy out there."
Assistant coach Luke Cullins
said Kellett brings a lot of qualities
to the Bisons football team, both
as a leader and a player.
"He is a really good combination
of tough running and consistent
passing," Cullins said. "He is a
extremely confident individual
and has earned the respect to take
a leadership role on this team."
This Saturday night, Kellett
will to put his injury behind
him and make his first start as a
Harding Bison.
"I can just tell I am ready to start
in this program and I am ready
to lead my team," Kellett said.

Golf sh atters school record,.gives team needed confidence
by

Matt Chaffin
asst. sports editor

record for overall team score shot back
in 1997 by four-shots.
After the Harding Bisons shot a
A few weeks ago the men's golf team school-record team score, Collins had
opened its season with the Great Amer- one of the best individual tournament
ican Conference Preview Tournament scores in school history.
in Oklahoma City and came out with
"Setting the new record was a big
a team victory.
boost for us to start the season," Collins
The men shot a two-under first round said. "W e are really excited to build
as a team led by senior Lucas Collins. on that and continue to try and win
'In round two, the Bisons shot a team tournaments."
score of nine-under as three different
The tournament win in the GAC
Bison golfers shot under 70 in the preview gave the Bisons the nod as the
second round led by senior Jordon Per- favorites to win the GAC this season,
ry's 67. The guys held on to th eir lead but it also really gave the team a conthrough the third round and finished fidence boost that they are looking to
with an overall score of one-under as a carry into the rest of the season.
team which breaks Harding's previous
"That win has really given us a lot of

.~~rdan Perry

'" . .

Our Athletes' Views
on Pop,. Cul.tur@
)A

{Golf) .

confidence," Collins said. "Any win is
great but to do it against our conference
teams was icing on the cake."
Coach Dustin Howell said he was
also very excited for the record setting
start to the season for the Bisons and
emphasized the importance of the
victory to start th e season off right
and just how truly difficult it is to win
a golf tournament.
''A win is a win no matter if it is
in the state or not," Howell said. It
is just extremely h ard to win a golf
tournament. It's not like football or
soccer where there is a winner and a
loser: In golf 10 to 24 teams show up,
but only one of them wins."
This past week the Bisons played in

Broken Arrow, Okla., for the NSU Golf
Classic. This time it was sophomore
Alex Williamson who led the Bisons
with a best career second-place finish
in the tournament. Collins said he
feels if this team can stay "humble and
hungry," they can continue to compete
and strive for more victories as the
season goes on.
The season has just gotten underway,
but Howell and his team are already
focusing on earning the prize at the
end of the road.
"We are the odds on favorite to
win the conference right now, but that
doesn't mean we can just stop working,"
Howell said. "That was just the preview,
but we want the real deal."

Andrew Evans

Alyssa Short

Emily Plyler

'(Cross-Country)

{Volleyball)

(Golf)
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What ·is your·mo$t
· .

I went to hit B'gOlf '
ball and the club,
heaa flew off after ,
,, I hit the ball.

..embarrassing mQmenti "
'

•· ·

•·

Do you have any
superstitious rituals
before a big game?

t
:i>· .

breakfast
+evel}' tirpe.

-~-

i'::i;i:-

::.,:

·;:;

,.

A'bifq, ''beeause ,
• i( woq,ld b,e cool

If you were an animal,
what would you'be?

to be able to fly.

::;'.•'it

f..'><x-. ::x:;:::...,:i;:::

.;:;.

Favorite ffaver
of ice,cream?

''J eat the same'
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I fjo notget

em/5af"rassed..
, I '.!Near tfie~same pair of
socks each race and
'(Joh't vli:)sh them
''\ during the season. ~
,, +
% '·+
I

1A kangarbo so that
I would finally be
·. able to jump.
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:».::=~·**'-''~,..,.::i:,<.:..;;.;::.
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Not sure.
I have too many.

I whiffed a tap-in putt
and had to count the
extra stroke right in
front of my coach.

Always have
to listen
to Lose Yourself
byEminem.

I mark my golf ball
the exact same way
for every tournament.

I reuse my pre-wrap
until it loses its mojo.

A lion, probably,
because I've seen
the Lion King one
too many times.

A came~

Toss up between
Chocolate Chip Cookie
Dough and
Cookies 'N Cream.

Krazy Cookie Dough.

A bear, because
I like to sleep a lot.

~-~'"*

·C

·»

). '

·1-,..

Vanilla.

If you could change,YO!Jr rJrnot ~ure. 111ke my
name what would it be1? i1u.... g~
e~ 150
'dLd°'n't •
1. . wou
" "ange it.
1tnK

ft1etta' Wo[ld
OChocinco.
Just kidding, I
J;ke my name.

.

Chocolate Chip ,
Cookie Dough,

Umm, Alex because
it is a beautiful name...
Just kidding,
I love_ my name.

i wouldn't want to.
Too complicated.

Farting in front of
my boyfriend in

high school.

.,

-:;-.

Allison Jonas.
Adolescent dreams
never die.
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Honduras missions
program provides

supplies for children
by Megan Smith
student writer

_,.../.

- :: ...

GRANT SCHOL I THE BISON
A father tells his children about myths surrounding the "Pregnant Tree" while on a walk across campus Wednesday evening. The tree, known for the large burl in its trunk, actually has a form of cancer.

'Pregnant Tree' a landmark

for campus myth and culture
by Tin Nguyen
student writer

ing to Ron Doran, professor of
biology at H arding, the "bump"
is actually cancer.
"That growth is called a burl,"
"That tree is very old. It has been
Doran said. "It is tree cancer. The
here as long as I can remember I came 7 4 years ago as a student cells have grown wild and are
and it was here then," Chancellor growing in all different ways."
According to Doran, the tree
Emeritus Clifton Ganus Jr said.
The tree Ganus is referring to cancer is not always harmful to the
is located next to the bell tower tree and the tree could continue
and is known to students as the to grow. He also said the burl is
"pregnant tree" due to its resem- prized by woodworkers for its
blance to a pregnant woman. The intricate grain patterns. Burl sellers
tree is very tall and has a large online are asking for hundreds of
mass on the side of its trunk that dollars for their burls, which can
some students, like junior Tanner be formed into many things, from
Sharp, refer to as the "baby bump." the dashboard of a car to a bowl.
A fixture on Harding's campus,
It is easy to see how students
could make a correlation between the "pregnant tree" has permeated
the mass and a pregnant woman's the Harding culture. The tree is
such a part of Harding, in fact,
stomach.
While some students view the that it was iz;icluded in the 2013
mass as a "baby bump," accord- Impact's scavenger hunt. Over

the years, a myth has developed
about the tree. Sophomore Jillian
Romero recounted when she first
heard of the "pregnant tree" myth.
"They told us if we touch it, it
will make us pregnant," Romero
said.
The validity of the "pregnant
tree" myth is uncertain, however,
students said it does not matter
if the myth is true _or not. Many
students said they like having the
tree on campus. Senior Thomas
Stafford said the tree is comical
.and is a staple of Harding. Ganus
said the knot has been get~ing
bigger and bigger over the years
he has spent on campus.
Though it might be alarming to
some that the "pregnant tree" has
cancer, it is not devastating news
because the tree has survived this
long without any intervention.

Juniors Harrison Waldron and Hayley Smith are
bringing a mission program
to Harding called "Keeping
Kids in School," which entails filling backpacks with
school supplies for Honduran
children.
According to Waldron,
children in Honduras can
go to school for free, but in
order to attend, all students
must have their own school
supplies. Many families,
however, cannot afford that
extra expense and are not
able to keep their kids in
school. Waldron's family
helped start this program
for the children as well as
do continuing work in the
church planting ministry.
According to Waldron,
keeping kids in school is a
part ofMission UpReach, an
organization located in Santa
Rosa de Copan, Honduras,
that works with churches and
villages in the area.
Deseo is the name of the
program that works with
elementary schools, Smith
said. Deseo, a team of about
five people, goes into the
schools and engages in short
devotionals with kids as well
as talks with them about
hygiene and self respect.
"Deseo has been going on
for three years now and we
just completed our full first
year with Keeping Kids in
School, Smith said.
Waldron said Deseo began
when elementary school
directors approached his
mother asking if they would
go into the school and teach
the kids in the villages about
Jesus. Waldron said there is a
open door for them to go in
and teach kids about God. He
said the objective ofDeseo is

to teach and provide children
with a positive future.
Waldron said the word
"Deseo" translates to wish
or a desire.
"We chose the word because we wanted to project
on kids a desire for a better
future," Waldron said. "You
can tell them all about a better
future, but if you don't wish
for better circumstances or
strive for better circumstances,
then they are never going to
improve."
Smith and Waldron are
working to bring Keeping
Kids in School to Harding so
other students can help them
raise funds to fill and ship
the backpacks to Honduras.
There are fliers posted around
campus including lists with
recommended supplies for
students to purchase to help
fill the backpacks.
Waldron said he spoke with
SA president senior Tyler
Gentry and they decided to
begin fundraising in October.
"We want to involve social
clubs during club week to fill
the backpacks because we
thought it would be a good
service project for clubs as
well as big and little activities,"
Smith said.
According to Waldron, this
mission will also give kids
Bibles. Waldron said the cost
of the Bibles is included in the
money needed for shipping,
which is an important feature
to the mission.
"When we deliver these
backpacks the first thing
we tell them is this isn't a
gift from wealthy people in
America, this isn't a gift from
Mission UpReach, this isn't
from the Deseo team; this is
from God," Waldron said.
"We show that by having the
Bible as the very first thing
they see when they open the
backpack."

Brownfield and Academic Advising Center work
with and guide students toward successful futures
by Grant Schol
head photographer

The Academic Advising
Center, located in the Center for
Student Success on the second
floor of the student center, was
created to develop students
skills, knowledge and attitudes
needed to acquire a degree in
hopes of a better future. Jake
Brownfield, director ofacademic
advising, was hired in the fall of
2011 and was the driving force
in helping the center's clients
achieve their goals.
The Academic Advising Center offers help to a wide range
of student needs. Brownfield
deals with everything from class
scheduling to counseling struggling students. He often works
directly with academically at-risk
students and undeclared majors,
but he also directs all academic
advising on campus.
According to Brownfield, it
is important for advising to be
the same for every student and
advisers to work according to
a common standard. He also
emphasized the importance of
students having equal attention,
regardless of their major.
Brownfield himself was an
undeclared major for his first two
years of college. It was not until

his third year that he declared
Bible as his major, and remained
unsure of his postgraduate plans.
H e said his own personal experience enabled him to better do
his job and serve students in a
more full capacity.
"Every student's situation is
different , I can certainly em pathize with the 'I don't know
what I want to do with my life'
thing," Brownfield said. "My
main problem was that I didn't
know what I was good at. I really
just wanted to be a professional
college student. But little did I
know that there are entire careers
based on helping college students
become better college students."
Brownfield said he understands the mindset his clients
are coming from, he understands
h ow to approach a solution.
His colleagues notice his work
and said they are impressed by
his integration of business and
relationship.
"It has to be a developmental
thing, where you are mentoring
them, seeing them become excited
about their goals and major,"
dean for Student Success Todd
Patten said.
By using a combination of
personality and skill evaluations,
the advising center creates assessments for each ofits clients that

JERRY EBERLY I THE PETIT JEAN
Jake Brownfield works for the Academic Advising Center, where he helps students sort through a
wide range of academic issues and needs. Brownfield has worked for the center since the fall of 2011.

are later analyzed by Brownfield Advising Center, particularly
and discussed with each student. Brownfield, are resources for
"It's definitely been very help- students dealing with any part of
ful in narrowing down a major," the academic process. Clients are
freshman Travis Boatwright, one often those who are struggling,
of Brownfield's clients, said.
but Patten said he does not want
"The assessments have insight students to wait until they need
not only on my personality advising the most.
"Student success means attainstrengths but also my weaknesses.
This became very helpful when ing a degree," Patten said. "We
looking at majors because it gave don't just serve students who are
me a heads up on some of the in trouble academically but all
more difficult ones."
students on campus."
The employees ofthe Academic
Patten said Brownfield is an

important component to student
academic success, not only by
helping students choose classes
and majors that best suit their
strengths, but also by becoming a
friend to students who need one
and by connecting with them on
a more personal level.
"He is a key person," Patten
said. "People oftentimes think
advising is simply schedule building but it's more than that. It has
to be relationship building. Our
goal is to create relationships."
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Star of the cinema:
A look at the influence of

director Alfred Hitchcock
FALL

TELEVISION

by Dylan Treadwell
student writer

Alfred Hitchcock, the master of suspense, was one
of the most influential film directors in the history of
cinema. Many of his techniques and guidelines are still
implemented in today's films. Hitchcock was one the
very few able to transition from silent film to "talkies."
He retained the important aspects to be learned from
the silent era and brought them to motion pictures
with sound. This ability made him a powerful force
behind the camera.
Hitchcock believed the visual side of cinema was
more powerful than dialogue. He made sure his characters were preoccupied while speaking and only used
dialogue when completely necessary. He also believed
the simpler a story, the more suspenseful it could become. Suspense dies with detail, for what is drama but
the dull bits of life cut out?
Hitchcock viewed the camera as the mind of the
audience and compared the cinematic experience to the
thrill of a roller coaster ride. The camera investigated
its surroundings, making the audience the detectives
of the story, forcing them to participate. He believed
the camera should have human qualities as if it were
another character in the story.
Hitchcock placed humor throughout all of his films.
He believed "suspense has no value without humor."
He found the more awkward, drawn out and absurd
a situation could become, the more suspenseful. But
there is a balance between humor and suspense and
Hitchcock said it is the "hardest thing in the world."
Perhaps what he is most known for is his use of"montage" and "point ofview." "Montage" is the intercutting
of several frames to create a unified action or sequence.
Although montage was used long before Hitchcock, he
used it in a very unique way. The famous shower scene
in "Psycho" used 78 shot set ups and took seven days
to film. Hitchcock could have simply placed a camera
in the corner of the bathroom and shot the attack, but
instead he "transfer(ed) the menace on screen into the
mind of the audience." He allowed our imagination
to fill in the terrifying gaps, and create fear and dread
that could never have been seen on a two-dimensional
image. "Point of view" is when the camera takes the
place of a character in the story. The audience sees what
the character sees and must take the characters' place as
he/she moves ever closer to what's around the corner,
up the stairs or behind the door.
Hitchcock was nominated for 66 cinematic awards
and received 32. His film "Vertigo" is ranked as the best
mystery movie ever, and "Psycho,""North by Northwest"
and "Vertigo" are on the American Film lnstitute's Best
100 movies list. He died on April 29, 1980.
Other films that borrow from Hitchcock's techniques
include "Jaws" (Spielberg), "The Conjuring" (Wan) and
"The Silence of the· Lambs" (Demme).
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Fall TV begins with co01edy, horror,
literature and everything in between
by Jess Boyd
web editor

It's time to set your DVR, organize your Hulu queue,
or for the diligent television fans out there, make a
Google calendar dedicated to your favorite shows.
That's right; the fall television season is in full swing.
Whether you like the undead, workplace comedies
or political dramas, the networks have you covered
in primetime.
There are 31 shows debuting this month and even
more producers holding their breath, hoping for a
second season. "Brooklyn Nine-Nine" shows promise to become a regular on the Fox Tuesday lineup.
Produced by the same genius minds that gave us
"Parks and Recreation" and staring SNL alum Andy
Samberg, this cop comedy will make even the most
serious viewers chuckle.
In case there aren't enough shows about vampires and
the undead, "Sleepy Hollow" and "Dracula" are making
an appearance just in time for Halloween. Apparently
there is a niche market of 19th-century literature
enthusiasts who are also obsessed with "The Walking
Dead.""Sleepy Hollow" follows Ichabod Crane, after
he awakes in modern times, on his journey to defeat
the Headless Horsemen. While there are a few "Welcome to 2013" moments in the pilot episode, the show
will not focus on Crane's adjustment to technology.
Instead he partners with Abby Mills, a detective who

has also had a close encounter with death in the flesh,
to prevent the apocalypse.
''Dracula"will air on Oct.25.The producers of'Downton
Abbey" and "The Tudors" revisit Bram Stoker's famous
novel. D racula returns to Victorian England disguised
as an American entrepreneur interested in electricity,
but his real goal is to seek revenge against those who
cursed him with immortality centuries earlier.
Other freshman shows include "The Crazy Ones,"
a family/ workplace comedy starring Sarah Michelle
Cellar and Robin Williams. The father-daughter
advertising duo tries every crazy idea that comes to
mind in order to save their agency. On the other end
of the spectrum is the thriller "Hostages."The family
of a doctor, who will be operating on the United States
president, is taken hostage by a rogue FBI agent. The
doctor is ordered by the kidnappers to assassinate the
president to save her family. Also, fans of historical
dramas will not want to miss "Reign," which follows
the teenage years of Mary, C2.!,ieen of Scotts.
Standard favorites thatwill also make an appearance
include: "Grey's Anatomy," "Parks and Recreation,"
"New Girl," "The Mindy Project,""Scandal,""Modem
Family,""The Middle" and "Once Upon a Time."
Do not be surprised if your grades slip by midterm.
All of the hours you previously dedicated to studying
for your chemistry exams will now most likely be spent
on Hulu.

HU football tailgating trend expands
More and more students are coming out to the GAC parking lot and
lawn this year for tailgating activities with friends and social clubs
by Henry Gonzalez
asst. photographer

Tailgating before a football game is
a very popular activity for universities
across the country. Harding began
tailgating near the Ganus Athletic
Center last year, and now students
have adopted it as a new tradition.
It is important for the fans as it gets
everyone pumped up for the game.
This Saturday, Harding is preparing to have a giant tailgate party
for family weekend. Everybody is
invited to tailgate from 3:30 p.m.
until the start of the game. It is a
casual event and anyone is free to
come and go as they please. Those
who come will enjoy a Belles and
Beaux concert on the lawn and
other family fun. For kids and hyper college students, there will be
inflatable games. The football team
will have the Walk of Brothers from
the men's dorms to the GAC at 4
p.m. Students may use their meal
plan or cash to pay for food from

Aramark during the tailgate party.
Many of the social clubs and various
student organizations also have free
food and snacks.
The Bison Football Team is
playing against Southern Nazarene
University at 6 p.m. Following the
game, people will be able to enjoy
fireworks.
Last year social clubs, the American
Marketing Association, Aramark,
Sonic and others showed their support for the football team by offering
visitors a great atmosphere and lots
offood and freebies. These things all
make game day more special. Clubs
and students use these opportunities
to share their support by grilling
burgers and hotdogs.
The idea behind tailgating is
to get more people involved and
strengthen relationships among
students, alumni and visitors. After
this weekend, there will be three
more home games this season, so
make plans to be part of the Bison
tailgating nation.

Bison football
tail
hion
Ladies, football games
aren't a Nike shorts and
T-shirt event.

1
2

for what's likely the last
warm weather game.
are
basically the same as
gold.
For some added Harding spirit, make a quick
trip to the bookstore and
pick up some
Guys, if you're going to
wear a Harding T-shirt,
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from freshman year.
Button ups and
(non-cargo) shorts are
completely appropriate
And the
ladies love it.

by Alexis Hosticka

